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Message from the President of EAPE
The Exchange between Podium and Orchestra
Natale G. De Santo, MD
Emeritus Professor University Luigi Vanvitelli, Naples, Italy and President of EAPE
Email: Nataleg.Desanto@unicampania.it

“ A man is old when his regrets exceed his dreams.

Mendelssohn and Schumann. He took the occasion to
explain the differences between the performances of the
orchestras he listened to when he was a student at the
Consevatorio of Milan and those of our times.
“I have been lucky to meet great conductors and to debut
very young with great orchestras composed of players of
great experience, so that there was a fruitful exchange
between the podium and the orchestra. Nowadays young
directors have an additional problem. Orchestras have
undergone generational exchange so that it is not rare that
young directors work with young orchestras. A concept
already stressed by the experimental study of Guimerà
et al in Science (3), indicating that teams made of old
scientists with great expertise and young investigators
bringing innovation, produce epochal ideas”.
The present Minister of the Italian Government,
Professor Eng. Gaetano Manfredi, former Chair of Italian
Rectors, came on January 31 to the 1st Annual Meeting of
Neapolitan Academies and explained that university is a
chain that starts with the experience (professors of any
kind) and ends with freshmen.
Of course we respect and love the younger generations,
and are aware that our expertise can’t be imposed. Rather it
can be handled at request and is strictly regulated by laws.
Since Academia is the place where we do things that will
come of age in 20 years (this concept was nicely expressed
by Umberto Eco on the occasion of his 70th birthday) we
have a great respect (I prefer to use the word love) for the
institution and for those who work therein. Europe as a
whole is a meritocratic entity, and asking respect for merit
does not offend anyone. Certainly our action does not limit
or harm the progress and success of young generations.
We have to contribute to make Europe aware of the
unique cultural heritage that deserves, at the same time,
continuous protection and regeneration. Our action shall
be a continuous call-to-action to again make Europe
the place where arts and sciences flourish and lead the
society and create reasons for human cohesion. The strong
commitment of the limited number of healthy and capable
emeriti (“no more than 30% of all emeriti” says Professor

ALBERT EINSTEIN

Dear friends of the
European Association of
Professors Emeriti,
I take pride in the
mission to serve EAPE
for the next two years
and hope with your
collaboration to be able
to call attention on
the fact that teaching
is a call, a vocation.
The vocation is for life.
Professors Emeriti are a
Natale G. De Santo
creative minority aware
that “Creative minorities devised solutions that oriented
the entire society” (Arnold J. Toynbee). Thus I am aware,
as you are, that the vocation for teaching and research
ends at the end of life and that the cross-talks between
old and young generations are fertile.
At the 1st Congress of our association -in spring 2018Professor Dennis Cokkinos discussed the role of great
teachers. Quoting Henry Adams he said “A teacher affects
eternity; he can never tell where his influence ends”(1).
He also quoted Henry Ward (1921-1924) “The mediocre
teacher tells. The good teacher explains. The superior
teacher demonstrates. “The great teacher inspires” as well
as Alexander the Great wrote “I am indebted to my parents
for living and to my teachers for living well”.
I have been fascinated by a recent interview (2) of
Daniele Gatti, a conductor with an impressive cursus
honorum. He started 40 years ago, and presently directs
the Roma Opera and the Mozart Orchestra. Interestingly in
his directions he alternates the baton of Claudio Abbado
and that of Sir John Barbirolli, to establish a link with those
from whom he learned. On the occasion of Ein deutsches
Requiem in Naples he explained that its roots are in Bach,
1. Adams H. The Education of Henry Adams. Houghton Mifflin Co,
Boston, 1918.

3. Guimerà R, Uzzi B, Spiro J, Amaral LA. Team assembly mechanisms
determine collaboration network structure and team performance.
Science. 2005 Apr 29;308(5722):697-702.

2. Longobardi D. Life is not a social. The secrets of great orchestras. Il
Mattino, Naples, 2020; Jan 2, page 33, column 1-6.
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Vincenzo Bonavita a neurologist founder of EAPE) willing
to play their role is a guarantee that the future may be
bright since our society is aware (more than in any previous
historical time) of the pivotal role of culture.
I am sure that all emeriti professors in Europe will
affirm the priority for actions devoted to the future. EAPE
however will also respect and support merit, also that of
professors emeriti, since discrimination because of aging
was, and continues to be, detestable (Marta Nussbaum,
Aging thoughtfully). EAPE will oppose the idea that emeriti
are “invisible academics” (Times Higher Education, Nov 26,
2015). We know that our idea is democratic, appropriate,
and to a certain extent accepted by the EU where
applications for developing ideas are not discriminated
against by age but just scrutinized by merit. I am also
confident that during the next two years we will be able to
nurture the idea of EAPE, which we shaped in September
2016 and is symbolized by the Goddess Europa.
Martin Reees, Astronomer Royal, Master of Trinity
College, and Director of the Institute of Astronomy at
Cambridge University in the book On the future: Prospects
for Humanity stated that “It is a conventional wisdom that
scientists do not improve with age-that they “burn out”.
However he takes he occasion to stress that the physicist
Wolfgang Pauli had a famous put-down for scientists past
thirty. “Still so young, and already so unknown”(4).
Rees thinks that “There seems to be three destinies

for us. First a diminishing focus on research - sometimes
compensated by energetic efforts in other directions,
sometimes just a decline into torpor. A second pathway
followed by some of the greatest scientists is an unwise and
overconfident diversification into other fields. They think
that they are doing science - they want to understand the
world and the cosmos, but they no longer get satisfaction
from researching in the traditional piecemeal way: they
over-reach themselves. The third way - the most admirable
- is to continue to do what one is competent at, accepting
that there may be some new techniques that the young
can assimilate more easily than the old and that one can
probably at best aspire to be on a plateau rather than
scaling the heights.”
This message is published in the first issue of The
Bulletin of the European Association of Professors Emeriti,
our electronic journal to be published six times a year. The
whole Council is present (ex officio) in the Editorial Board
to strengthen its willingness to make the Bulletin the
real voice of professors emeriti in the society and in the
academia. It is not without a meaning that EAPE promotes
worldwide exchange of experiences with emeriti and their
associations and to foster the goal ambassadors have been
nominated.
I wish all the best to our creative community of emeriti.

4. Rees M. On the future: Prospects for Humanity. Princeton University
Press, Prineton 2018. 2018.

Claude-Henri Chouard: History of the Discovery of the Multichannel
Cochlear Implant and Present Studies on Liquid Crystals
Raymond Ardaillou
President of the Association Robert Debré for Medical Research, National Academy of Medicine, Paris, France
Studies before his retirement

Born in 1931, Claude-Henri
Chouard spent the longest part
of his career as specialist in ENT
(Ear-Nose-Throat) medicine.
He was both head of a clinicaI
department and Professor at
University “Pierre et Marie Curie“
in Paris. His main discovery
Raymond Ardaillou
was the multichannel cochlear
implant, now currently utililized in the treatment of
deafness.

He started his work in the seventies when he decided to
search for a method allowing the deaf cochlea to be supplied
with several and different electrical stimulations located
along the length of the cochlear keyboard and carefully
insulated in order to avoid dispersing of the current in the
biological tissues. Stimulation of each electrode had to give
different sound sensations with a pitch depending on its
localization along the cochlea. In some months, successful
trials were obtained in the laboratory. After getting their
agreement, experimental trials on 3 patients suffering from
2

unilateral traumatic total deafness and facial palsy were aspect of the Chouard team’s invention must be underlined:
implemented and resulted in a total recovery of audition. the first multichannel cochlear nerve electrical stimulator
An implanted system was built by a French Company, under is also a general and non specific device, i.e a chronic
the fruitful direction of Chouard. The first implantation of multichannel nervous system electrostimulator. But
this new model was realized on Wednesday 22 September Chouard’s aim was the treatment of total deafness. Thus,
1976.
first of all, he realized the multichannel
cochlear implant. Several years after his
Taking into account the new data of these
patent, the Chouard team’s model inspired
first trials, a more efficient system than the
the programming of different kinds of
initial prototype was built and a patent was
electrical stimulations on several distinct
deposited in March 1977. The results of the
anatomical points along the peripheral
first 6 totally deaf patients who recovered
and central nervous system, supplying
an important speech discrimination without
improvement in varied pathologies as, for
help of lip reading were published in French
instance, the stimulation of the thalamic
in May 1977 and in English in February 1978.
The clinical results of the 48 first French
environment in cases of Parkinson’s disease,
implanted patients, 45 of them having more
or that of the hypoglossal nerve in cases of
Claude-Henri Chouard
than one year’s listening experience, were
obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome as well
summarized five years later in a special issue of the Annals as in total hearing loss.
of the N.Y. Academy of Sciences. The performances of those Studies after his retirement
Parisian patients who were tested (some of them did not
Today, in 2019, most of the principles established by
speak French and others were congenitally deaf) showed
Chouard ‘s team between 1976 and 1997 are still followed
remarkable hearing ability with the multichannel device.
This paper presented also the first electrograms showing by all manufacturers of cochlear implants and auditory
stimulation patterns across 12 channels in 12 electrodes. brain stem implants. On June 19th 2015, during the
Such a registration was new and was adopted several opening ceremony of the 12th European Symposium on the
years later by others to know the output patterns of their pediatric cochlear implant, the President of the University
devices. Using this representation, Chouard could explain Paul Sabatier of Toulouse delivered the Medal Prize of the
how vowel recognition was improved by adjusting the University to the pioneers of the cochlear implant, who
frequency distribution of the analysis filters. This technical were gathered for this opportunity: Chouard, and two other
advantage allows the speech therapist to know exactly and researchers, an Australian, Graeme Clark and an Austrian,
immediately what kind of electrical information is sent to Ingeborg Hochmair. More recently (September 2018),
each electrode. Some months later, Chouard experimentally the International Collegium ORL-AS attributed the George
demonstrated on guinea pigs, why it is necessary, in cases of E. Shambaugh Prize to the same three persons. Chouard
profound neonatal deafness, to put into position a cochlear is now working in two fields: the history of his speciality
implant as soon as possible, in order to avoid atrophy of the and the role of liquid crystals (LC) in pathology. He has
central auditory structures, because of an auditory critical published papers on the early days of the multi channel
period in the first months of life. His observations clearly cochlear implants and has also studied the diseases of
showed that this phenomenon occurs very quickly in cases Napoleon Bonaparte who suffered from an an obstructive
of persistent neonatal deafness.Then, Chouard presented sleep apnea syndrome.
the design of an articulated 12 electrode array that was
In fact, the most important aspect of his present research
aimed to limit the destructive electrical field interferences concerns the role of LC in cancerous, neurodegenerative
across electrodes which he had been using since 1982. and infectious diseases. LC represent an intermediate
Futhermore, Chouard extended to the whole neural system state between an ordered crystalline solid form and a more
the indications of the first 1977 patent; consequently, a disordered liquid form. A liquid crystal may flow like a liquid,
second patent was deposited in September 1985 including but its molecules are oriented in a crystal-like way. There
this more general claim and technical progresses.
are many different types of liquid-crystal phases, which can
Chouard continued his work from 1987 up to his be distinguished by their different optical properties. LC (or
retirement in 2001 when he was 70 years old. He proposed mesophases) are ubiquitous in living systems, optimizing
some applications of the method to external auditory multiple biological functions that could not operate in
prostheses, published reviews analysing the long-term purely solid or liquid environments when both mobility and
results obtained and contributed to the development of organization are needed. Many biological materials form
the industrial application of his discovery. Finally, another LC. Myelin, a fatty material extracted from nerve cells, was
3

Post-retirement references

the first intensively studied liquid crystal. In cholesterol,
a cholesteric phase has been characterized. Chouard now
studies the possible roles of LCs in biology and pathology.
In particular, his hypothesis is that liquids crystals and
lipid rafts are implied in oncogenesis. Now 89 years old, he
examines how to launch experimental studies to verify this
hypothesis.

1. Chouard CH. The early days of the multi channel cochlear implant:
efforts and achievement in France. Hear Res. 2015; 322: 47-51.
2. Chouard CH. Did Napoleon suffer from chronic rhonchopathy? Acta
Otolaryngol. 2017; 137: 361-364.
3. Binot C, Chouard CH. Neurodegenerative diseases, infectious
pathologies and liquid crystals: Hypothesis of a common information
vector involving a multidisciplinary approach. Rev Neurol (Paris).
2018; 17: 540-554.

Harnessing the Capital of Age:
The Second Life of David Shugar
Lorenzo A. Pinna
Department of Biomedical Sciences, University of Padova and CNR Institute of Neurosciences, Padova, Italy
Email: lorenzo.pinna@unipd.it

The 10th International
University in Montreal obtaining his doctorate in 1940. After
conference on Protein
the Second World War he pursued research in biophysics in
Kinase Inhibitors (IPKCanadian laboratories until he was accused of espionage
2019) recently held in
during the dark time of “McCarthyism” in USA and Canada.
Warsaw (September
Despite the fact that he had been found innocent at trial,
2019) under the auspices he was forced to quit Canada and he spent several years
of the International
in Western Europe working at the Pasteur Institute in Paris
Union of Biochemistry
and in the Brachet’s laboratory at the Free University of
and Molecular Biology,
Brussels.
provided an excellent
In 1954 David Shugar moved to Poland where he
opportunity to celebrate
Lorenzo Pinna
conducted research at the Institute of Biochemistry and
David Shugar, the scientist Biophysics of the Polish Academy of Sciences and later
who in the latest part of his long and fruitful life perceived created and headed the Biophysics Department of the
the extraordinary therapeutic potential of targeting
University of Warsaw.
protein kinases and organized the first
In 1986, when he was approaching the
8 conferences on IPK, the last when he
age of retirement, David Shugar critically
was 99 years old.
contributed to an intriguing discovery:
A short biographical account of this
DRB, an artificial nucleoside known for
eminent scientist, focusing on his late
a long time as an inhibitor of influenza
interest for protein kinases and his farvirus multiplication through blockage
sighted perception that these enzymes
of RNA polymerase II transcription,
were destined to become the major drug
was doing its job by targeting CK2, a
targets of the twenty-first century is
member of a huge family of enzymes
provided in reference (1).
(protein kinases, >500 in human)
David Shugar was born in Poland
controlling nearly every aspect of life.
in 1915 but after the First World War
This observation suddenly enlightened
he settled with his family in Canada,
David Shugar’s mind, transforming this
David Shugar
where he graduated in physics at McGill
distinguished biophysicist into a far
4

sighted pharmacologist, who decided to undertake a
novel scientific enterprise aimed, on one side at improving
the potency and selectivity of DRB and on the other at
promoting novel strategies to down-regulate protein
kinases whose abnormally high activity is responsible for
many global diseases, with special reference to neoplasia.
A first remarkable achievement of David Shugar in his
new field of interest was the design and synthesis of TBB
the first cell permeable CK2 inhibitor successfully profiled
against a large panel of protein kinases, which provided
critical information about the tumorigenic potential of CK2.
But the main reason why the scientific community is
deeply indebted to David Shugar is his role in conceiving,
first, and then organizing a periodical conference entirely
devoted to inhibitors of protein kinases. In this respect he
was really a pioneer and the enthusiasm he put into this
project, while approaching the age of 80, is astonishing. He
spent months consulting the scientific literature to identify
investigators who were performing cutting-edge research
in the field, and days on the phone to convince them to
contribute to the conference he had in mind.
His relentless efforts were fully successful and on 15
September 1998, just few days after his 83rd birthday, David
Shugar inaugurated the first IPK international conference.
In the official photo [1] he is standing in the middle of the
first row, flanked by the Nobel laureate Edwin G. Krebs
and Susan S. Taylor, the scientist who had just solved the
first crystal structure of a protein kinase, disclosing the
atomic features of the pharmacophore of this important
family of enzymes. Both Krebs and Taylor contributed
with two outstanding papers to the proceedings of that
memorable event which were published as a special issue
of Pharmacology and Therapeutics, guest edited by David
himself. He personally read all the papers before they were
accepted for publication, a policy he was going to follow at
all the subsequent conferences whilst he was alive.
The second IPK conference took place in September
2001. During that conference the spectacular outcome of
clinical trials with a tyrosine protein kinase inhibitor, nowa-days universally known as Imatinib, able to cure chronic
myeloid leukemia like a “common” metabolic disorder, was
first reported. The striking relevance of that discovery was
soon transcending the scientific literature, filling also the
pages of popular magazines: a cover of Time magazine
was dedicated to this new drug, termed Glivec at that

time, and described as a “magic bullet”. The proceedings
of this conference were published in a special issue of
Pharmacology and Therapeutics guest edited by David
Shugar.
The subsequent five IPK conferences were held in 2003,
2005, 2007, 2009 and 2012 thanks to the continuous
efforts of David Shugar who also guest edited the five special
issues of Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (BBA Proteins and
Proteomics) where the proceedings were published.
In 2013 a mournful event badly hit David: his beloved
spouse, Grace Wales Shugar, who created the Centre
of Developmental Psycholinguistics of the University of
Warsaw, died, after 70 years spent together. Despite his
deep sadness David Shugar was still able to react and in
2014 he organized the 8th IPK conference, the last under
his guidance. He also guest edited the special issue of BBA
Proteins and Proteomics where the proceedings of this
conference were published.
In September 2015 a symposium was held in Warsaw
to celebrate David’s 100th birthday. On that occasion I met
him for the last time and was impressed by his bright spirit
and his concern about the next IPK conference, to be held
“next year, and I am not feeling quite well”, I remember he
said. A couple of months later David passed away, leaving
his legacy in good hands.
In the supplementary material of reference (1) links are
provided to the special issues guest edited by David Shugar
and where the proceedings of the eight IPK conferences
he organized were published. Even a cursory look at those
papers reveals the spectacular progress done in the field of
protein kinase inhibitors during less than two decades and
illustrates better than any laudatory speech the paramount
contribution to the progress of knowledge provided by
David Shugar during the productive twilight of his long life.

Reference
Pinna LA. IPK2019: David Shugar and the genesis of the
IPK conferences. IUBMB Life. 2020 Feb 7. doi: 10.1002/
iub.2245. [Epub ahead of print] PMID: 32031322
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Garabed Eknoyan, Professor at Baylor College of Medicine Announces
Retirement from the Academia with a Letter to Friends
Garabed Eknoyan
Professor at Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, USA
January 1, 2020 of nephrology. Getting up early in the mornings when not
a soul is moving (1.00-2.00 AM) and with a fresh cup of
Dear family and friends,
coffee in hand heading to work at my computer for the next
I did it. As of today, after three to four hours has been a delight. I have managed
51 years in academia, I am to write 2-3 articles a year and intend to continue to do
a retired Distinguished so. That is not much to brag about but it is not bad. Over
Emeritus Professor of the years, most of my hard-earned research papers have
Medicine at Baylor College been variously quoted. But, as with all science it is what is
of Medicine! I don’t know new that matters while the old is forgotten; so, most of my
about the Distinguished, early publications now go unmentioned and what is worse
but do about the Emeritus even I have trouble recalling them. On the other hand, it
Garabed Eknoyan
part. I no longer am has been rewarding to see the reverse happening with the
salaried. Even the pittance I was being paid will cease. I historical articles I have been writing. They do not seem
no longer have private health insurance. It is now all up to to fade away and over time seem to be quoted even more.
Medicare and the Supplemental Coverage for which I will be Actually, they are now referenced on Google! Importantly,
paying monthly. I no longer have medical practice insurance they have broadened my horizons and I am better at it now
coverage through Baylor. No more playing doctor for me. than when I first ventured into the history of nephrology in
What I am going to miss though is my parking spot. I have the 1990s.
been parking at the main entrance of the medical school
My other joy has been traveling and I intend to keep
ever since I came to Houston in 1968. Now I will have to doing it. But, unlike people who have worked full time,
pay for parking in a remote garage alongside everyone else. retire at a relatively young age, make a bucket list and
No more high-end classy parking space for me. What will I embark on exploring the world, I have been traveling all
celebrate most? Not having to complete the flood of forms along. According to my United Airlines mileage program I
generated under the guise of quality assurance by an ever have logged in some 2,250,000 miles! For sure, there is no
enlarging and domineering insurance companies-hospital end to how much more there is to see but there is really
business complex looking for things to do for their bottom little important stuff left unexplored for me. Besides, at my
line while detracting doctors from providing patient care.
age traveling is becoming difficult to cope with. I now do
The question I am asked is what will I do with my free it for the companionship of family and friends it provides
time now that I will have no externally imposed schedule. rather than just sightseeing and I love it. So, I will keep
The answer? What I have been doing all along. As most of it up despite the apparent increasing length of the airport
you know, I have been reducing my clinical responsibilities hallways I have to walk to get to my gate now that I am
since 2003 when I gave up rounding on free standing nearing 85. And if that gets harder to do, I will start using
dialysis facilities. Then, over time I gave up rounding on the transport carts airlines provide.
General Medicine and four years ago rounding on the inTo tell the truth, I do not know what lies ahead for
hospital Renal Service. Essentially, over the recent past I me after today and all of this may sound arrogant or
have attended only in Renal Clinic once a week and paid self-deceiving. In the course of the development of any
at 10% of a full-time employee, hence the pittance of the individual there are critical phases which are periods of
salary I will be losing. Yes, I will miss my interaction with transition. They are episodes with beginnings, middles, and
the fellows in clinic but that will be compensated by relief ends. We often remember beginnings. I still remember the
from the demands and frustrations of providing service at day I started my medical residency and the day I married.
a public county clinic.
Endings also stand out. I still remember the day I graduated
Essentially, my ‘retirement’ has been a gradual affair and from medical school and the day my beloved wife passed
I expect little change in what I will do with my ‘free’ time. away. But middles are generally muddy. They tend to
My greatest pleasure has come from working on the history recede and get lost, except perhaps that of midlife crisis.
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I had mine at age 50 when I went through a depression
for several months. If that be a true marker of my midlife
then I may well live to be 100! So, today is actually the
beginning of a new transition phase in my development.
As to how I will fare henceforth remains to be seen. I fully
realize that physically I am not the man I was at 50 when I
had my midlife crisis. But I do feel that I am essentially the
same person I was then and intend to spend the days left
for me doing what I always have enjoyed doing. I know this
is easier said than done and that aging is a reality, but I will
do my best not to let chronology define me. I have been
lucky in that regard. Yes, I am somewhat chubbier, a bit
balder and my skin is beginning to bruise easily but the rest
of my body is still in decent working order. Yes, I am slower
in writing and do forget but I still can finish manuscripts

that are acceptable for publication. For sure, in some ways
I am no longer the man I had been, but in other ways I am
now more than what I had been. So, when I can no more
write new articles, I will start reading all the books I have
bought but never opened. And, when I can no longer travel,
I will get out my old picture albums and re-live the good
times I have had and shared with loved ones.
We will see how it goes. I will keep you apprised of
what happens. Until then, have a very Marvelous New Year
and thank you for being one of the people who has added
meaning to the various phases that my life has been so far.

The Policy Cycle
Luigi Campanella
Senior Group Italian Society of Chemistry, Secretary of EAPE, Rome, Italy
Email: Luigi.campanella@Uniroma1.it

The ‘policy cycle’ on
disaster risks includes
enhancing prevention,
preparedness, emergency
response and recovery.
It should be noted that
disasters cover a broader
range of hazards, such as
geophysical, hydrological,
industrial, weather and
climate related. The link
Luigi Campanella
with climate change
adaptation is mainly relevant to weather- and climaterelated disasters.
Economic losses and impacts on human health due to
climate- and weather-related disasters have increased in
the EU in the last decades. In an attempt to mitigate such
impacts, the Hyogo Framework for Action noted the strong
interconnection between Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) and
climate change adaptation. The Sendai Framework for DRR
2015–2030 adopted in March 2015, indicates a number
of considerations and priorities for action and activities
related to this common agenda. The new European Union
Civil Protection Mechanism legislation solidifies DRR
considerations within the law of the European Union.

The legislation includes a strong emphasis on building a
culture of disaster prevention, with particular focus on risk
assessment, risk management planning and peer reviews.
European countries will undertake multi-hazard risk
assessments, address collection of data on and undertake
peer reviews.
The EU Civil Protection Mechanism (regulation revised in
2013) enables coordinated assistance from the EU and other
Member States if the scale of an emergency overwhelms
national response capabilities. It includes, for example, an
Emergency Response Coordination Centre, which collects
real time information on disasters, monitors hazards and
prepares plans for the deployment of resources. Many
EU Member States have similar national information and
coordination centres and related knowledge platforms or
websites.
Increasingly, national as well as EU policies are also
focusing attention on the important ‘prevention’ aspect. In
2014, the European Commission published guidelines for
risk assessment to support Member States in preparing
national assessments. Based on information provided
by Member States, in 2014 the Commission produced
an overview of natural risks and risks of human origin in
the EU, which will be updated in future based on further
information provided by Member States. The Joint Research
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Centre’s Institute for the Protection and Security of the
Citizen, in collaboration with European, international
(e.g. UN) and national organisations, is supporting the
development and improvement of the collection of data
on disaster losses and the related national databases on
disaster losses, by means of
expert meetings, guidance
and
reports
.Several
countries are developing
and implementing risk
prevention measures (e.g.
related to floods, also linked
to the EU Floods Directive
(Directive 2007/60/ECof the
European Parliament and of
the Council of 23 October
2007 on the assessment
and management of flood
risks). The EU Floods
Directive requires countries
to develop and report flood
risk management plans to
the European Commission.
At EU level, various initiatives on climate and climate
change services have emerged from different perspectives.
Within the EU research budget until 2020 (Horizon 2020),
funding is available for climate-related research, including
climate services. Overview of climate change adaption
platforms in Europe was developed and presented in March
2015. It was implemented by the European Commission over
the years. The Copernicus Climate Change Service was set
up in November 2014, coordinated by the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. It aims to increase
the knowledge base at EU level to support adaptation and
mitigation policies. It will include both in situ and satellite
based observations on essential climate variables. Finally,
at national level, several climate services have been
established, such as the Climate Adaptation Service (27)

in the Netherlands. These often originate in meteorological
institutes as a response to the Global Framework for
Climate Services. They have varying scopes, experiences
and levels of expertise, depending on the national
circumstances, needs and capabilities. They are structured
so as to provide information
not only for adaptation, but
also for mitigation and other
policies. Corresponding to
the establishment of the
term ‘climate services’, the
term ‘adaptation services’
has been introduced to
describe the services
supporting decision-making
to address climate change.
Adaptation platforms as
web-based resources are
vital but are not the only
means to provide adaptation
services. Based on their
mandate in the policy cycle,
the main purpose of the
adaptation platforms is to build a consistent and updated
knowledge base for the decision-making on adaptation
policy, planning and action. More specifically, they facilitate
the collection, sharing and using of information on climate
change, vulnerability and adaptation.
As European Association of Emeriti Professors we wish
to contribute to increasing the number of the fields of
application of protection from disaster services, expanding
them to the case of cultural heritage preservation through
the support to a sentinel system (archeological sites) or by
the essential oils volatilisation (biblioteques and archives).
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The Virosphere
Giulio Tarro
Chairman Committee on Biotechnologies and VirusSphere, WABT - UNESCO, Paris France
President Foundation de Beaumont Benelli For Cancer Research, Naples, Italy
Email: giuliotarro@gmail.com

The Virosphere refers to
the set of microorganisms
in the world, the viruses,
which represent the
majority compared to
bacteria, fungi, protozoa
and other multicellular
parasites. A special
UNESCO committee,
which I have chaired
since January 1, 2007,
Giulio Tarro
takes care of the
biotechnologies of the virusphere. It is part of the World
Academy of Biomedical Technologies located in Paris. The
first time that this name was used was in Jerusalem at the
International Congress of Virology by the chairman Prof.
Joseph Melnich of Houston for the taxonomic classification
of viruses.
Viruses are the most numerous inhabitants of planet
earth. Furthermore, they have taken on a far more different
and extended role than previously thought (Bernard Dixon,
ed. Microb., ASM, 2007): the different millions of deaths
caused by smallpox, flu and yellow fever have been reduced
by new acquisitions of how the virus shapes life on earth and
influences human events. A critical review of the ecology of
viruses leads to these important conclusions (Soc. Meeting
for Gen. Microbiol. Edinburgh, Scotland, 2007).
Animal, human, plant and bacteriophage viruses are
true life forms and represent the most abundant biological
entities on earth. The virus defines the composition and
behaviour of bacterial batteries and plays a very important
role in the terrestrial biochemical cycle and in the horizontal
transfer of genes. Viruses are the major component of the
biosphere, and cellular genomes are continually visited by
viruses and plasmids from a huge natural viral reservoir
(Patrick Forterre, Ist. Pasteur, Paris).
Known viruses (the tip of the iceberg) have greater cell
diversity by genomic material and by genomic replication
mechanisms: there are no identical genes for all viruses.
The alternatives of metagenomic sequences are not similar
to those found in current databases.
Sea, marine sediments, soil, excrements: the
metagenomic sequences present in the environment are

the largest reservoir of material of unknown sequences
(Mya Breitbart of the University of Florida, St. Petersburg).
Viral communities are very different with more than 10,000
viral genotypes contained in 1 kg of marine sediment and
therefore hundreds of thousands of viral genotypes present
in the world’s oceans.
Bacteriological activity helps to define the seasonal
regularity of the cholera epidemic (Shah Faruque, Int. Center
for research on diarrheal disease, Dhaka, Bangladesh).
The peak of the epidemic is earlier than the prevalence
of vibrio cholera in the environment, followed by high
environmental levels of the phage to which the bacterium
is sensitive and therefore follows the collapse of the
epidemic.
Similarly, prophages influence the virulence, evolution
and diversity of pathogenic bacteria.
Integrated viruses are important integrated components
of the marine biosphere.
Cyanobacteria are key members of the phytoplankton
population of both the sea and spring waters. Cyanophages
and lateral genetic changes regulate the structure and
evolution of cyanobacterial populations. As many as 35
cyanophoges infect several cyanobacterial genes (Li
Deng and Paul Hayes, Bristol Univ., UK). Viruses can play a
significant role in the carbon cycle in microbically dominated
systems such as in lakes of Antarctica (Johanna LaybournParry, Univ. Di Keele, UK and Univ. Di Lund, Sweden).
But where do the viruses come from? For a long time,
three theories have held sway to explain their origins.
The first claims that they derive from cellular substances
that have lost almost all their structures as they exploited
those of the host cell; the second theory is that the
virus is derived from portions of the host genome which
are made independent; the third view goes back to a
complex molecule of proteins and nucleic acids formed
autonomously, but at the same time, to the appearance of
cells on Earth. There is, however, also a fourth hypothesis
proposes that they come from interstellar spaces; a theory
enunciated in the 60s by two astrophysicists, Fred Hoyle
and Chandra Wickramasinghe, and - among the scandal
of academics, made its own, in 1978, by the Nobel Prize
winner Francis Crick, -the discoverer of DNA- who theorized
that oceans of viruses are stationary in interstellar spaces
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and from there are carried by comets or driven by stellar
winds, thus reaching the planets, colonizing them with
their genetic heritage. In support of this theory (which,
among other things, explains the explosion of complex life
forms that our planet knew 570 million years ago): the
astounding ability of viruses and other microorganisms,
called extremophiles, to resist on our planet in extreme
environments (such as, for example, concentrated sulfuric
acid from mineral discharges, nuclear reactors, ocean
abysses, low temperatures, radiation ...) and, albeit
controversial, traces of microorganisms found on some
meteorites .
The discovery of unusual viruses in prokaryotes and
giant varieties in recent eukaryotes along with progress in
comparative genomics and structural biology has updated
the issue of the nature and origin of viruses. Current cell
genomes and DNA replication mechanisms could be a
derivation of those originating in the primordial virosphere
of DNA viruses infecting RNA cells. If this hypothesis is
confirmed, viruses could have played a fundamental role in
the transition from ancient cell genomes with RNA to DNA
genomes of modern cells and therefore establishing the
first cellular molecule of life (Patrick Forterre).
In conclusion, viruses become from death and disease
agents to DNA inventors.
Once penetrated inside the host cells, the viruses give
rise to an infection that can be acute, latent or persistent.
In the first case, the virus enters the body, replicates
itself and during a limited period of time, is completely
eliminated by the host. In other cases, however, the virus
remains in the body until its death, and therefore it can
give rise to a human-virus coexistence that lasts a lifetime.

Latent and persistent infections are characterized by
alternating replication and quiescent states of the virus
(latent infection) or by the establishment of chronicity and
continuity of replication.
The relationship between men and viruses is lost in the
ages.
The first written documentation concerning a viral
infection consists of an Egyptian hieroglyph, designed
around 3700 BC, which represents a man from the temple
with the typical signs of paralytic poliomyelitis. Another
example concerns the Pharaoh Ramses V (1196 BC), who
probably died from smallpox, whose infection, caused
by the Variola virus, is evidenced by the pustular lesions
present on the face of his mummy. Smallpox then reached
India, perhaps during the first millennium BC, brought by the
Egyptian merchants, while in China it was described starting
from 1122 BC. Unlike the various plagues that destroyed
the lives of our ancestors in a sudden and devastating way
and then disappeared, smallpox remained endemic among
the populations affected after each epidemic wave.
The peoples of ancient Asian civilizations were the first
to learn that people who recovered from smallpox did not
get sick from that virus a second time. From this follows the
introduction of the practice of the variolization, considered
the first conscious immunization intervention as described
for the first time in 590 AD.

Exploring for “Zohr-Like” Biogenic Natural Gas Fields
in the East Mediterranean
Dr. Elias Konofagos
Energy Committee Member of the Academy of Athens, Executive Vice President, FLOW Energy S.A.
Email: econophagos@gmail.com

This paper has derived from a presentation
at NTUA on invitation by Prof. Maria
Ochsenkuehn-Petropoulou
According to ExxonMobil’s recent
Cyprus announcement, the size of
Glafcos offshore gas field discovery
reserves is between 5 Tcf and 8 Tcf
(Tcf=trillion cubic feet). Our personal
Dr. Elias Konofagos
volumetric statistical estimates
showed that the average expected recoverable reserves of

this gas karstified limestone reservoir (with 50% probability
of existence) is closer to 7 Tcf of expected natural gas
reserves or in barrels of oil equivalent (Boe) closer to 2
Billion barrels. Taking into account that, according to the
oil industry definition, a hydrocarbon field is considered as
“giant” one when its reserves exceed 500.000.000 barrels
of oil equivalent -the above discovery (Fig.1a left) was
considered as one of the largest in the world over the last 3
years - so in fact is an enormous event for Cyprus.
Note that according to the actual average natural gas
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import price in the European Union today (6.42 Euro / Mcf,
thousand cubic feet) its gross value is today about 45 billion
Euros for Glafcos, i.e. more than double the Cypriot Gross
Domestic Product. Given that in Cyprus at the moment
there are at least 10 mapped similar drilling targets to the
“Zohr” discovery one, the event opens huge horizons for
the Cyprus State (Table 1).
It should also be noted that the Italian Company ENI,
which has already mapped similar “Zohr type” targets called
Eratosthenes-South-1, 2 & 3 located into the blocks 8 & 12
(Fig. 1, left), was excited to wait for the completion of the
Glafcos drilling well because the discovery of natural gas
increases the likelihood of discovering additional natural
resources of gas in the Cyprus EEZ.

through a co-exploitation of both Glafcos & Calypso gas
fields. On the other hand it seems that ExxonMobil has
already mapped into the Cyprus block 10 three more “Zohrlike” drilling targets that in case of further discoveries could
improve the amount of natural gas reserves needed.
We must also emphasize that the Glafcos discovery
geopolitically strengthens the security of Cyprus due to
the fact that the economic interests of Companies that
essentially represent States are largely improved locally.
At the same time, this important discovery will reinforce
the Greek bureaucratic effort to promote the Greek offshore
mineral wealth that has been delayed dramatically due to
pre-election reasons & negative political reactions from
environmental organisations (ratification of ExxonMobilTotal-He.Pe. consortium concession contracts took about
3 years & half time).
In Cyprus, environmental organizations are in favor of
local drilling exploration & production activities, while in
Greece the opposite is found. Furthermore competent Greek
Ministers do not promote for ratification the necessary
Exploration and Production (E&P) investments based on
pending concession areas due to voting reasons.
However, we think that the discoveries and expected
E&P activities in Cyprus will overthrow the Greek energy
situation that is based solely today on energy imports.
Any future gas discovery in Greek concession blocks
(Fig.1b right) will be of enormous importance as the price

Fig.1a (left) Cyprus drilling targets

Of course, the amount of recoverable reserves in
Glafkos of about 7 Tcf with 50% probability (meaning that
this amount could be proven less or more) isn’t sufficient
to allow the construction of a Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
liquefaction terminal at the Vassilicos site onshore Cyprus,
taking into account that this project requires at least 12
trillion cubic feet of natural gas reserves. But given the
recent discovery of the nearby Calypso gas field where,
according to the ENI, its forthcoming appraisal wells could
confirm recoverable reserves being between 6 and 8 Tcf,
these already discovered reserves could solve in practice
the problem of the creation of an LNG plant in Cyprus

Fig. 1b (right) Active concessions in Greece

CYPRUS NATURAL GAS DISCOVERIES, GROSS VALUE – 50 % PROBABILITY
Fields
Tcf (trillion cubic feet)
Value (billion Euro)
Aphrodite
4.5
29
Kalypso
7
45
Glafcos
7
45
Onisiforos
0.35
2.5
TOTAL
18.85
121.5

Table 1: Cyprus natural gas discoveries
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of gas in the international market depends on the distance
from the market where gas is consumed. Considering that
most of the natural gas imported into Greece comes from
about 6.000 km distance (Russia), discovering a large
deposit at just 100 or 200 kilometers way will lead us to
supply natural gas in the local market at prices much lower
than now.
If exploration activities in Greece eventually leads to
giant offshore discoveries similar to the Cypriot ones, this
will allow co-operations that could effectively feed Europe

at significantly lower gas production prices either through
LNG carriers or pipelines.
These days new unprecedented energy horizons
are opening as seen in the major region of the eastern
Mediterranean that could change the fate of our
underdeveloped region.

Eugenio Borgna a Main Representative of the Italian Phenomenological
Psychiatry is 90 years old: “I cure with heart”
Rosa Maria De Santo
Psychologist, Cognitive Behavioral Psychotherapist, SiPGI
School of Specialization in Integrated Gestalt Psychotherapy, Torre Annunziata, Naples, Italy

Natale Gaspare De Santo

Email: bluetoblue@libero.it

Emeritus, Università degli Studi della Campania Luigi Vanvitelli, Naples, Italy
Eugenio Borgna, born in 1930
(Borgomanero, Novara, Italy), received
the MD at the medical faculty in Turin.
He specialized in mental and nervous
disease at the University of Milan
where he was Senior Lecturer. In
1963 he became chief of the Women’s
Division of the Mental Hospital of
Rosa Maria De Santo
Novara. In that hospital situated in the
centre of the town, Borgna accompanied by the readings of
Giacomo Leopardi, Thomas Mann, Emily Dickinson, Virginia
Woolf, Rainer Maria Rilke, and of the great Mystics like Saint
Augustine, Saint Thérèse of Lisieux, Saint Teresa of Avila,
Saint Theresa of Calcutta, practiced for the subsequent 40
years “a gentle and human psychiatry avoiding any limitation
of freedom and violence - no straitjackets, no restraint
beds, no electroshock, the doors of the division opened. On
retirement he started to see patients privately and to write
highly successful books on his experience and his psychiatric
practice and his patients, their needs, his inspiration, the
progress on psychiatry. We would like to mention some of
his recent books (personal translation of the Italian titles):

The untold tenderness (2016), Fragile passions (2017),
The kind listening (2017), The wounded nostalgia (2018),
The madness within us (2019), The wisdom that is in us
(2019). Presently he is emeritus physician-in -chief of the
Mental Hospital of Novara. He is a main representative of
the Italian phenomenological psychiatry centred on the
patient rather than on disease and making full use of arts,
literature and philosophy and contrasting every biological
reductionism (1).
In The River of life (Feltrinelli, Milan 192 pages) Borgna
narrates his life, the places where he lived and worked, his
therapeutic experience, the young doctors who became his
collaborators including the sociologist-philosopher Umberto
Galimberti, the nursing nuns, and his listening and talking
to patients to establish the link needed to instill hope. He
sees the cure as an interview. Indeed, as human beings we
are destined to live with others and this allows us to discover
ourselves. The book is divided into six chapters: psychiatry
as destiny, the melancholy within us, the shutting of mental
1. Eugenio Borgna. http.//treccani.it/enciclopedia/eugenio-borgna.
Accessed on 2/19 2020
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hospitals, the free profession, aging, psychiatry of the future. the promptness and ability of our emotional responses our
A sparkling chapter is dedicated to the schizophrenia of impulse to be updated, the capability of changing opinion, our
Frederick Hölderlin (1770 -1843) where
cultural directions and in capability to avoid
Borgna discusses the poem Pleasures of
the death of hope?” (p.134).
life (1794). Therein the poet describes
I continue to write and read books, not
his emotions nourished by silence and by
only books related to psychiatry, rather on
serenity, his happiness, expectations, hope
literature and spirituality that help to live. I
and nostalgia as if he foresees the 36 years in
have no problem to lecture without a written
the Tower on the River Neckar where he lived
text or a telematic help, however I cannot
in the house of a carpenter who was his host
recognize differences with the past. Following
(pp.98-104).
patients with depression helps to give a
“What I can say about old age, so difficult
sense to my life, so I never reach into routine
and carrying on so many problems that nears
or carelessness. Everyone lives old age in a
Eugenio Borgna
every person with different modalities?
personal way and in absence of somatic or
Have my emotions towards life and sufferance of patients psychical disease, that render it difficult, old age allows a life
changed? Did my way of expressing them change? The of relation different but not less pregnant from that in other
passion for hope, as Leopardi defined it, did not abandon me ages of life. What is important is the social and interpersonal
over the years notwithstanding the painful wounds of the context and I cannot think without anguish to the retirement
soul and helped me to better understand the anguish and the homes where in a few weeks rapid and painful regressions
sadness, nostalgia, the sense of loss, the silence and despair occur” (p. 135).
of the patients the destiny let me encounter. I can say that I
Eugenio Borgna cures with heart and reason and by
am not tired to listen the histories of my patients and they at listening (2). “In psychiatry if we fail to identify ourselves in
every encounter tell me new things” (p.123).
the interior life of patients and we just analyze their behaviour
Borgna is fascinated by the concept of old age of Cicero and lack the intelligence of the heart we will not catch the
(Cato Maior De Senectute), Schopenhauer (Parerga and ultimate sense of pain and sufferance” (p.72)
Paralipomena), Norberto Bobbio (De senectute) and Claudio
“The book will allow the reader who will read it in the
Magris (Tempo curvo a Krems). He is captured by the book silence of heart to understand a man who had psychiatry as a
of Magris (5 histories) on the modalities of shipwreck and of fragile fellow-traveler, as a source of reflection on the human
salvation when the shadows of old age cover us. “The glass of condition wounded by angst but opened to hope (p.183).
the hourglass is lighted and is colored by the light, the light
is golden-rusty when it is full of sand and yellow-pink when
it is empty”.
“What about my own experiences? Are they in agreement
with the tenet that old age is a time that induces profound
changes in our memory, our emotional and rational resonances
to daily occurrences, our expressive abilities, our malleability 2. Giulia Ziino. Eugenio Borgna, vita e parole, ”Così curo con il cuore”.
and changeability of thought no more flexible and original, Corriere della Sera, Milan 2/6 2020, p. 32. Col 1-6.
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Minutes of EAPE Council Meetings
Luigi Campanella, General Secretary
treasurer, 4 elected members, treasurer being not requested in
the case of Thematic Groups
- Candidatures for supplementary votations; three ones
received within the due time: Michael Kunze, Liv Mjielde, Dimitar
Nemov. The most voted should have been elected, the second as
substitute member.
- Promotion of the Association. Different actions are agreed:
1. All the members are charged for any action able to
bring to an increase of the number of members and of
the represented countries on diffusing information and
promoting participation.
2. Constitution of an ad hoc Committee.
3. To start a new task, that one of the Ambassador:
president has described what he means for him, imaging
members who transfer from and to news about emeriti
in the different countries
- Ethics Group proposed by General Secretary: Ethics
is the Science of the Behaviour and as such concerns all the
fields of activity of our society. In the case of people with great
experience and expertise as the members of EAPE Ethics means
to guide younger colleagues and civil component of the society
toward action that take into account the needs and the rights of
the others intending for them as part of different countries, of
different societies, of different economies, but also of different
generations. What we got from our grandfathers we have to
maintain and increase for our next generations. Patent rights,
open science, responsible care, promotion of culture are focus
points of this Group.
- Fund raising it is agreed to check for European Calls
for which EAPE can be a competitor, looking for a support in
European Parliament Members after the formal attendance.
- The Book of the presentations at the last Congress
in Athens: Prof. Kokkinos, who is working at its publication,
communicates that some difficulties have still slowed the
publication, but also that the final step is near.
- Bulletin: after long discussion it is agreed that it will have
an Editor in Chief, the president Del Santo, and a Managing
Editor. All the members of the EAPE’s Board interested in being
also members of the Board of the Bulletin will be accepted, but
they have to formally attend to president for this position.
- Thanks from all the members of the Board to Prof. Dennis
Cokkinos for his precious and excellent work as president of
EAPE within its starting phase. Prof. Cokkinos engaged himself
in different fields, from the budget to the promotion from the
Congress to the managing task well deserving the thankful
feelings of all.

Agenda for the Council Meeting on January 22, 2020
Dennis Cokkinos Presiding
1. Elections for third member of the Board and one
substitute.
2. Discussion about annual fee.
3. Discussion about the budget.
4. New Committees
Participants: The member of the previous Council and the
councilors just elected.

Agenda for the Council Meeting on February 17, 2020
Natale G. De Santo Presiding
1. Thanks to Dennis (Natale).
2. Ethics committee, present status, structure, and
imminent initiatives (Luigi).
3. Reopening of the account (Maria, Drosatou).
4. Renewal of registration of old members (Luigi, Maria,
Drosatou).
5. Registrations of those who registered and never paid
(Luigi, Maria, Drosatou).
6. Fund raising (Les).
7. Starting enrollment of new members, Enrollment and
advocacy committee: Structure, (Natale, Dennis).
8. Composition of the National Branches of EAPE (Natale).
9. Ambassadors to EAPE (Natale).
10. Bulletin (Natale).
11. The establishment of the new Board in a Body.
12. Approval to Georgia’s transactions with Bank.
Participants: All members of the past and of the renewed
council and the substitute members at exception of
Professor Nikos Markatos who on Mondays has a teaching
obligation. Professor Dennis Cokkinos was invited as
adviser and will be invited in the next meetings.

DECISIONS
Two teleconference of the Board during January-February
performed on 22nd January and 17th February. Following the
discussed subjects and the assumed decisions:
- Subscription fee: for 2020 is established at 30 euros; since
next year it will be increased to 40 euros. Payment procedure
from members will be active as soon as possible when the new
bank account will be regularly registered.
- Next EAPE congress: it will be located in Naples as chosen
at unanimity.
- National and Thematic Groups/Branches: each one
must be characterised by a reason document; its extenders are
individuated and will be requested about this duty; each Group’s
Board must be formed by 7 members: president, vice president,

Next teleconference scheduled:
on 13th march at 1.00 p.m. Paris time
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The 40 Year’s Anniversary of the Association
of Professors Emeriti of the University of Athens
Dennis Cokkinos
President of the Association of Professors Emeriti of the University of Athens and 1st President of EAPE

Email: dcokkinos@bioacademy.gr

The Association of Professors Emeriti of The University of
Athens was founded 40 years ago, from an initial group
of 21 Professors Emeriti who had a common vision, that
the career of academic teachers should not be terminated
with the end of their tenure, and that they should create
the conditions that would enable them to continue to
contribute to their Alma Mater university and to the
common wellbeing, on a voluntary and pro bono basis.
A teacher possesses the Alchemist’s Stone which can
transform the unfinished material of the novice to the gold
of knowledge.
The term Association is in the Hellenic expression is
given as “Soma”, which means Body or Corpus, an apt name
since from its foundation it has been a group of dignified
friends dedicated to the common ideal of the offer of
knowledge and culture. The Boards of Directors have faced
multiple and varied difficulties, hardships and obstacles
over these 40 years with the same goals in mind.
Today our Association is in a stable and robust state,
ready to fulfill its destination of contributing to the society.
In this book the main activities of our Association over the
last 40 years are described:

June 2018. It was held under the auspices of his Beatitude
the Archbishop of Athens and all Greece Ieronymus II’
who, with this occasion, was proclaimed as “Friend” of the
Association for services rendered to the Hellenic Society.
Our Association also visited the Inter-Orthodox Center of
the Holy Synod, and discussed ways of collaboration in
education and philanthropy.
History- Ioannis Kapodistrias (1770-1831), the
diplomat, the politician, the first Governor of the
Hellenic state. October 2019. Kapodistrias, a physician by
profession and former foreign affairs minister of imperial
Russia was the first governor of liberated Greece.
Common Session with the National Association of
Greek Authors. March 2016: Literature writers who are
scientists. Many instances of men of letters who were also
successful in various scientific fields were given.
The welcome reception of Emeriti and Retiring
Professors. This process has been initiated in 2000.
Recently it has been given a new breath of life. In December
2017 and in December 2018, new members were welcomed
to the Association.
The Roman Philhellene Emperor Hadrian. This session
was organised on 16.1.2018 in collaboration with, and in,
the Italian Archaeological School of Athens, under the
auspices of H.E. the President of the Hellenic Republic
Professor Emeritus Mr. Prokopios Pavlopoulos who also
gave an important lecture.
From these proceedings a book was produced.
A Scientific Session dedicated to the memory of
Professor Emeritus Dionysios Spinellis. Dionysios
Spinellis was a distinguished professor of Law who left a
rich scientific legacy. He served as vice president of our
body from 2014, dying in 2018. He was instrumental for
the Foundation of the European Association of Professors
Emeriti; 15-10-2018
Hellenic literature between the two centuries. This
session was co-organized with the National Association of
Greek authors and reviewed the Hellenic literature during
the last two centers.
New Year’s reception. This has been a steady fixture
during the last years. In 2019 Dr. Anthony Papademetriou,
President of the Onassis Foundation was proclaimed as
“Friend” of the Body in appreciation of his services rendered
to the Hellenic Society, and to our Association.
Interventions to the ministries of Education and
Labor. The Association has intervened to the Ministry of

Yearly lectures

They started together with the founding of the
Association. In the last 10 years approximately 15 lectures
per year have been organized. They are offered by members
of the Association but also by distinguished University
teachers from Greece and abroad, in all disciplines of
Sciences and Arts.

The Citizens’ University,

offering continuous education, has been organized
yearly since 2014 and includes all scientific branches, as
follows:
Medicine- the protection of health throughout life.
October 2014- February 2015.
Law- the contribution of legal sciences to society.
March 2016, held under the auspices of H.E the President
of the Hellenic Republic, Professor Emeritus (Law)
Mr. Prokopios Pavlopoulos, Honorary President of our
Association, who delivered an inspiring address. From the
proceedings of this meeting a full book was produced.
The language in our life. June 2017. This was coorganized with the National Association of Greek Authors.
The proceedings were included in an issue of the wellknown literary journal “Panos street”.
Theology- the contribution of religion to our Society.
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Education with the purpose of Regulating Affairs regarding
The Scientific Committee members were:
educational and administrative matters, as well as recently
Niki Agnantis (Ioannina), Raymond Ardaillou (Paris),
to the Ministry of labour towards promoting the efforts of Luigi Campanella (Rome), Natale Gaspare De Santo (Napoli),
the Association.
Michael Kunze (Vienna), Ioannis Meletis (Athens), Liv
Founding of the European Association of
Mjelde (Oslo), Maria Ochsenkuehn-Petropoulou (Athens),
Professors Emeriti –Founding Congress
Panos Vardas (Athens).
Our Association has
been instrumental in
the organization of the
European Association of
Professors Emeriti (EAPE)
which includes Emeriti and
Retired Professors from all
European Universities and
corresponding members
from non- European
Universities. The founding
congress was held in
Athens on Sept. 30-31
and Oct. 1 2016 and
The Athens Organizing Committee included the following
was attended by 68 founding members. The Onassis
Professors Emeriti:
Foundation was the grand sponsor. The inauguration
Nikolaos Klamaris, George Leontsinis, George
ceremony took place in the Great Hall of the University
Nikolopoulos, Maria Ochsenkuehn-Petropoulou, Elias
of Athens on September 30 under the auspices of the
Oikonomou, Maria Papathanassiou, Stella Priovolou,
President of the Hellenic Republic, Professor Emeritus
Alexandros Sarris, Panagiotis Siskos, Constantin Soldatos,
(School of Law) Mr. Prokopios Pavlopoulos.
Nikolaos Toutountzakis.
The addresses presented were included in a book of Conclusions
Abstracts published in the Archives of Hellenic Medicine.
The“Body”of Professors Emeriti of the University of Athens
The seat of the Association is in Athens, Greece and the may not be young, but our spirit is youthful and looking
official languages are Greek and English.
forward to advance knowledge and the public, well-being
and to provide a bridge between tradition and innovation.
This is the destiny of the true “Teacher”.
Board of Directors of the Association of Professors
Emeriti of the University of Athens (2017-2020)
President: Dennis V. Cokkinos (Medicine)
Vice President: Elias Oikonomou (Theology)
General Secretary: Panagiotis Siskos (Chemistry)
Special Secretary: Stella Priovolou (Literature)
Treasurer: Alexander Sarris (Economics)
Members:
Nicholas Klamaris (Law)
George Leontsinis (Primary Education)
George Nikolopoulos (Physical Education & Sport Science)
Constantin R. Soldatos (Medicine)
Participants in the Founding Congress, October 2016
Substitute Members:
1st International Congress - The Capital of Knowledge
Maria Papathanassiou (Mathematics)
held under the Auspices of H.E., the President of the
Nicholas Toutountzakis (Dentistry)

Hellenic Republic Mr. Prokopios Pavlopoulos

The 1st International Congress of The European Association
of Professors Emeriti under the main theme “The Capital
of Knowledge” was a considerable success. More than 100
colleagues participated. All the communications were very
interesting and importantly time was kept very precisely.
Professor Emeritus Dennis V. Cokkinos President of EAPE
was President of the Congess.
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Hellenic and European Professors Emeriti honored President
Prokopios Pavlopoulos
George Christodoulou

Dennis Cokkinos

Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry, Athens University
Board Member of EAPE - Email: profgchristodoulou@gmail.com

President of the Association of Professors Emeriti of the University
of Athens and 1st President of EAPE

acting on behalf of the Association read a Statement of
recognition and gratitude produced by the Association,
delivered to President Pavlopoulos a copy of the Statement
and thanked the President for all he did to support the
European Association, for his concern for Professors Emeriti
in Europe and for his devotion to the progress of education
in Europe.
Following this, President Pavlopoulos thanked both
speakers for their praising talks and responded that after
his term as President he will again be one of us and added
that throughout his Presidency he knew that one day he
would return to his home, Academia.
Following this he referred to his teachers, including
His Excellency Emeritus Professor Pavlopoulos, President of the Hellenic Professors Michael Stathopoulos, Apostolos Georgiades
Republic
and Epaminondas Spiliotopoulos and he underlined
On Tuesday, 18 February, 2020, the Association of the contribution of distinguished emeriti like the newly
Professors Emeriti of the University of Athens and the elected member of the Academy of Athens Prof. Paschalis
European Association of Professors Emeriti honored his Kitromilidis. The President then talked informally with
Excellency the President of the Hellenic Republic Professor many members of our Associations.
We believe that Professor Pavlopoulos will continue to
Prokopios Pavlopoulos on the occasion of the end of
his presidential term. The ceremony took place at the be a very valuable member and supporter of our Association
and we wish him good health and productivity.
impressive presidential building.
The President of the Association of the Professors
Emeriti of the University of Athens, Professor Dennis
Cokkinos, spoke first, underlined the crucial contribution
of Mr Pavlopoulos in the promotion of a variety of issues
involving Professors Emeriti, highlighted the general
democratic attitude of the President and thanked him
for his support and encouragement. He also presented
him with a plaquette commemorating the event, with the
following text:

“ The Board of Directors of the Association of Professors

Emeriti of the University of Athens express its gratitude
to his H.E. the President of the Hellenic Republic, and
its Honorary President, Professor Emeritus (Law) Mr.
Prokopios Pavlopoulos for His continuous support and
contribution to the Association during His distinguished
Presidency”.
The Board member of the European Association of
Professors Emeriti Professor George Christodoulou,
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